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SUMMARY MEMORANDUM on  
ARTISTS UP 2013 Latino Artists Focus Group       
 
Prepared by Claudia Bach, AdvisArts Consulting, with Susan Kunimatsu 
August 12, 2013  
 
 
 
Introduction and Background  
 
In July 2013 ARTISTS UP, a collaborative effort of Artist Trust, 4Culture and Seattle’s Office of 
Arts & Culture, undertook three sessions focused on reaching Latino/Latina artists in Seattle 
and King County. These three entities had first joined together in 2012 to explore opportunities 
to collaborate toward a goal of better serving individual artists.   
 
In fall of 2012 representatives of the three organizations, began working with AdvisArts 
Consulting to shape an approach. A statement of purpose (below) was developed and a fast-
paced scan investigated a selection of existing programs and projects of interest from around 
the country. This resulted in a Research Scan Report on eleven programs and projects which 
helped ARTISTS UP decide on its initial set of programs for 2013: two public information 
sessions and an invitation-only focus group with Latino/a artists. This set of Latino-focused 
programs was seen as a pilot for reaching out to underserved communities of artists and as a 
way of learning more about working together effectively to achieve shared goals. 
 

ARTISTS UP Statement of Purpose 
 
ARTISTS UP is a joint initiative to improve our ability to serve our respective and combined 
constituencies of individual artists in Seattle, King County and Washington State. 

 
We seek to have our programs and services better meet the needs of the full spectrum of 
individual artists, including artists of color, ethnic minorities, limited/non-English speaking 
artists, non-traditional and rural artists, artists with disabilities, elder artists, and artists new 
to our communities.  
 
Our goal is to better communicate, build and maintain relationships with artists, especially 
those currently underserved, so that: 

1. They are aware of and can access those programs of interest to them. 
2. We develop and deliver programs, as individual agencies and as allied agencies, that 

are best suited to these artists. 
 

By undertaking this initiative and related research we expect that the needs, perspectives and 
experiences of these artists will be better understood and will shape the future work of our 
agencies separately and together, permitting our communities to benefit from the diversity of 
artists and art forms here in Seattle, King County and Washington State. 
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The first session, on July 8, provided artists an opportunity to meet staff from each organization 
and learn about funding programs offered by each entity. At the second session, on July 15, a 
panel explored the career and funding experiences of Latino/a artists working in various 
disciplines and from a variety of backgrounds. These artists shared their pathways, challenges 
and successes. Interpreters were provided for both these sessions although only two 
participants ultimately used this service.  
 
An extensive Spanish/English packet of materials was developed and distributed that included 
information on funding programs, public art programs, geographic eligibility maps, a bilingual 
glossary of terms relevant to funding, a listing of local arts agencies, as well as biographies of 
the presenting artists. Additionally, each participating artist on the second session panel 
compiled their own list of Tools, Tips & Resources for inclusion in the packet. The packets are 
the most extensive set of Spanish/English materials heretofore developed by any of the 
agencies, individually or collectively. Evaluation forms were collected at each of these two 
sessions; data was compiled. The glossary and evaluation data collected and summarized by 
ARISTS UP are provided as appendices to this report.  
 
Focus Group Session Summary and Findings 
 
This memorandum summarizes and shares findings from ARTISTS UP’s third and final summer 
2013 session. On July 22 eleven Latino/a artists from Seattle and King County participated in a 
focused group discussion facilitated by Claudia Bach of AdvisArts. A list of the participating 
artists is included at the end of this memorandum. 
 
The purpose of the focus group was to gather more in-depth information on how ARTISTS UP 
can meet the goals outlined in its Statement of Purpose. All three of the participating 
organizations believe that their efforts have been limited and stagnant in terms of reaching 
Latino artists. Although funding programs and outreach efforts have been developed with the 
intent of reaching communities of color, the response has been tepid as measured by the low 
numbers of applications from Latino and other artists of color – resulting in low numbers of 
grantees from these communities and creating a conundrum for efforts to improve 
participation. ARTISTS UP wanted to hear directly from artists in the Latino/a community about 
their thoughts on what can be done to increase participation in funding and artist resource 
programs. A discussion protocol was developed based on input from the ARTISTS UP staff. 
 
Spanish/English language interpretation was available although it was not utilized and the 
session was conducted in English. Participants were told that their remarks would not be 
attributed and that the intent was to promote honest and open discussion. The staff from the 
convening agencies left after introductions; only the facilitator and two note-takers were 
present for the group’s conversation. 
 
The comments of the focus group participants have been synthesized into the following six 
findings. 
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Finding 1:  Financial assistance is very much needed, but other forms of non-monetary 
support are also very important.  
 

Money remains a key form of support, but advice, guidance, and counseling sessions for 
professional development, especially for novice grant applicants, are also of great value. 
Having this support delivered individually or in small groups is best. Participants valued the 
help of skilled staff and arts administrators: staff at Artist Trust and 4Culture were 
mentioned as being good sources of support, and Artists Trust’s EDGE programs as 
worthwhile. While many artists know of these, not all do. Those who are familiar with these 
forms of assistance feel that there is a problem of access at the points when it is most 
needed. Administrators are swamped around grant deadlines when artists need the most 
support. 

Networking opportunities and making connections are also valued as forms of support, 
but are challenging to navigate, especially for newcomers to the area. Artists who have 
travelled a similar path are valuable guides, though some are more willing than others to 
help other artists. The Day of the Dead festival was cited as a long-running event that has 
helped Latinos new to the community to make connections and find support. There also is 
an interest in connecting and working with artists of different disciplines. University of 
Washington’s Strange Couplings project (2008), facilitating cross-disciplinary artists’ 
collaborations, was cited as an example. 

 
 
Finding 2. A focus on “project” funding often does not align well with ways that these artists 
work and their wishes for how support is delivered. 
 

The participants shared thoughts on the challenges of applying for grants that do not neatly 
fit with their needs or approaches to art making, and voiced opinions that existing grant 
guidelines often require adapting their work and thinking in detrimental ways.  

Artists described time frames and scales of work that don’t fit neatly into existing grant 
formats. Long-term projects like books and films take years. Artists need time and space 
and to be able to pay their living expenses. Creating small fundable projects is a distraction 
from the larger work. There is an interest in grants that are structured to the process of the 
medium. Large projects could be funded in phases or increments. Continuing development 
grants would be preferable to project grants. Most artists work in series with an outlook 
described as “This is what I am now; I don’t know what I’ll be doing next year.” But they feel 
a pressure to come up with a future project to get funding.  

Some participants have collaborated with other artists to create short-term projects. 
These collaborative relationships, and the related short-term funding as well as the 
audience communication and feedback, were good experiences, but took time from big 
projects—the work they described as their “real” work. 

Grant amounts should be scaled to scope or specific need at that time—essentially 
having more flexible shape, amount and purpose, giving applicants flexibility about what 
they apply for. Sometimes childcare or health insurance, a contract service or workspace is 
the critical need. There was much interest in the idea of grants with an optional, additional 
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year that is simple to activate, so that successful applicants don’t have to go through the 
whole process again. Receiving small amounts over a period of time was noted as very 
helpful in keeping things moving forward. Even a modest amount of funding, distributed 
over time, with no strings attached, is desirable.  

 
 
Finding 3. There are a number of barriers to pursuing funding from agencies:  
 

a.) The perception that there is a low likelihood of receiving the funding 
Some artists voiced a nagging perception that they are “not quite ready” and as 

Latino/a artists are less prepared than other applicants for grant funding. Generally, 
there is a challenge to overcome “feeling like it’s for somebody else.” Information 
sources such as websites and government offices often feel intimidating, especially for 
those who lack fluency in English. Often Latino/a artists do not know of other artists 
who have received funding so it is easy to assume that it is unlikely they will succeed. 

 
b.) The investment of time and costs in preparing applications 

Undertaking and successfully completing grant applications is daunting. The 
application process can feel like a zero sum game since it takes so much time and effort 
away from making art. And upfront costs are prohibitive. Some artists can’t afford 
professional photography or other types of work samples. There is a perception that the 
work sample formats requested are different for every application, adding to frustration 
and time needed.  

Grants often require that a project be completed in a specified time frame but 
funds are not sufficient for the scope of the project; or it would require working full time 
to complete the project within the grant timeframe, but the money is not sufficient to 
support full time work. There is a concern that the grant applications do not make it 
evident that the money budgeted can, and should, pay the artist; the expectation seems 
to be that artists are volunteers. Lack of compensation is not workable, and creates a 
barrier to participation. Life issues, like parenting, childcare and transportation, are 
often barriers to applying for grants, since it is not clear how they can cover those 
needs. 

 
c. ) Trying to define appropriate “outcomes” that meet funder expectations  

Of special concern was the issue of defining outcomes and public benefit. It was 
voiced that a juror’s comment “Your project is very personal, just about you” 
underscored the fact that just working on one’s artwork is often not seen as enough. 
Those who have sat on panels felt they could see that applicants’ stated outcomes were 
sloppy and that often they were just trying to satisfy the requirement, and this 
downgraded their application, even though the art work was excellent. Some felt they 
lost out on grants because their project outcome was not well defined. “I just want to 
do my art ” was at the heart of this. The creation and advancement of the art should be 
an outcome in and of itself. 
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Finding 4.  Latino-focused funding is a double-edged sword, yet raises important questions 
regarding equity in support. 
 

Latino-focused artist support is viewed with ambivalence. It is important to have an 
arena that is receptive to the Latino voice. Latinos have been denied access for years. It is a 
reality that Latino/a artists are seen through a lens tinged with racism, hence there is a need 
for focused funding. On the other hand, there is danger of being pigeonholed. Some artists 
feel pressured by expectations from within and outside the Latino community as to what 
their art should be, and the role they should play. Latino is part of an identity, but it’s not 
everything and there can be pressure to create “Latin art.” As participants stated, “I’ve been 
rejected for not being Latino enough” and “that’s not the kind of work I do.” As artists, 
Latinos want to be able to create whatever work they wish. 

Providing Latino-focused funding creates a sense of scarcity and competition within the 
Latino community, and for some artists that is distasteful. No one wants to be the token 
Latino artist and there is distrust of quotas as a way of imposing diversity. 

Quality of work should always be paramount in funding, however, it is critical that those 
assessing the work understand cultural significance and the ways that art is more fully 
integrated with life in most Latin American countries. For this to occur, panels need to be 
more diverse. Panelists need to understand the significance of culture when it is 
appropriate to the artwork, as well as truly being a peer in the applicant’s discipline. 

In particular, there is a gap between artists whose work is focused on traditional forms 
and artists who have more formal or academic training. People working in traditional forms 
may be poor and less well connected to technology. For those Latino/a artists who have 
come to this country recently, or have language barriers or dire financial situations, the 
issues are often different.  It can be a shock to learn how hard it is to make a living as an 
artist here. In their native country, traditional artists made a living from their art. In the U.S. 
they cannot make a living from “projects.” This is both confusing and discouraging. 

Latino has many meanings: Latino American, Latino Asian, Latino African, white, 
indigenous. Some artists have wrestled with their identity as Latino/a and have “spent as 
much time running away from a Latino identity as running toward it.”  

 
 

Finding 5.  There is a lack of a “hub” in the Seattle area that can serve as a Latino cultural and 
artistic center. 
 

A need was expressed for a central location for Latino/a artists to seek assistance, 
information and connection. Social service agencies have tried to fill that role but there is a 
need for something arts focused. La Sala was cited as a Latino/a arts magnet with more 
potential. Funneling arts funding through social service organizations is seen as a bad idea. 
In Latino culture there is an expectation to help the family and the poor, so the Latino 
community criticizes artists for expecting fees from social service organizations..  

There is frustration with the way that the arts are separated from life in the United 
States, unlike Latin cultures where the government often supports places where artists 
teach, share their craft, and are part of the community e.g. Las Casas de Cultura in Mexico 
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City. All art, especially public art is viewed very differently. Art informs how you live in a city, 
interact with people, and share life with other people. In the U.S., there is a lack of an 
integrated system where art is part of the community. Participating artists felt it would be 
wonderful to see a group of Latino/a artists being paid to make community: to make art, to 
teach, to be active in the community. 

Events and activities currently serve as “hubs” but are not enough. The Day of the Dead 
festival was cited as a long-running community event that has helped Latinos new to the 
community make connections and find support. There is a need to get the word out about 
activities that already exist and to use existing networks such as Latino educators.  
 

 
Finding 6. Clear communication, consistent programs, personal relationships, and active 
opportunities for input are key for Latino artists to gain knowledge and trust with arts agencies.  
 

Participating artists saw the communication about this series as effective in some ways 
(specifically noting online sources that were commonly used by these artists, including 
Artist Trust’s online newsletter) but unclear in others. Some initially thought the 
information sessions were only for non-English speakers, or were unclear on the purpose, 
or who was welcome. Participants felt it would have been helpful and would probably have 
attracted more people if more specific information was given about the knowledge to be 
shared. 

Personal connections were key in getting these artists to attend. Coming alone is seen 
as a potential barrier. It can take a long time to find gathering places as a Latino/a artist, 
especially for newcomers to the Seattle area, so these kinds of programs and sessions can 
potentially play that role. Being invited to attend with a fellow artist can also make it easier 
to plug in, meet and connect with other Latino/a artists. Some artists made connections 
through this series of gatherings. 

The knowledge, encouragement and assistance of fellow artists is invaluable, and can 
link artists to funding opportunities. Any ways of encouraging and facilitating can yield 
stronger participation, but artists who play these roles can’t always be expected to do so 
without any compensation. It devalues their knowledge and many artists are not in a 
position to offer this kind of time without payment.  

It is valuable to offer programs such as these sessions consistently since it may take an 
artist awhile before one can partake. It also takes time to get in sync with the grant cycle 
calendars or other opportunities. It is helpful to keep that information in circulation. 

There are so many places to look for information that it can be overwhelming. Perhaps 
ARTISTS UP can be more of a hub for information for Latino/a artists. It also is important to 
take advantage of existing information networks in Latino communities: The Peruvian 
consulate is very connected to the Peruvian community and other consulates may be good 
resources; Latino/a educators are generally well connected and networked as well. 

The bilingual packet is useful. There are enough limited-English speakers that there is a 
need for bilingual pamphlets with photos and a clear step-by-step walk-though on how to 
apply for grants. 
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How art is created in the Latino community is relevant to other communities. There is 
much to share. When there are  “Latino Night” programs it should be clear that non-Latino 
friends and family are welcome, to expand understanding of what Latino means. 

What would success for the Latino community look like? It is important to have Latino 
artists be involved with the agencies in setting those goals, for the arts and beyond. There 
needs to be diversity on relevant boards and commissions so that this perspective is part of 
decision-making. 

 
Recommendations for Future Action 
 
Seven recommendations are based on the thoughts, suggestions and experiences gathered in 
July 2013. They build primarily on the comments voiced in the focus group, and also draw on 
the information sessions and the conversations with the participating staff, volunteers and 
consultants.  
 

1. Make better use of the knowledge held by artists to help fellow artists. 
2. Increase professional assistance to artists from agency staff and/or trained, paid 

supplemental staffing.  
3. Provide targeted information to reach Latino/a artists and communities. 
4. Examine types and forms of funding and support for ways to enhance flexibility. 
5. Improve access to technical and technology skills. 
6. Identify ways to simplify and coordinate application processes. 
7. Value and fairly compensate artists for their time. 

 
Some of these recommendations reflect the unique dynamics and situation of Latino/a artists 
while other recommendations align with concerns of individual artists at large.  
 
Each recommendation is listed here with possible strategies and tactics reflecting the input 
from these sessions. Note that the order of strategies and tactics does not imply priority. 
 
 1. Make better use of the knowledge held by artists to help fellow artists. 

Possible strategies and tactics: 
• Develop formal artist-to-artist mentoring, perhaps of varying durations 
• Create regular informal artist-to-artist networking opportunities on professional 

skills, and chances to share and discuss one’s art with other Latino/a artists 
• Expand the use of Latino artists on panels and in advisory roles, building and 

maintaining relationships 
• Develop ways for funded artists to be asked questions by other artists, 
• Create avenues for funded artists to share experience as a “community ambassador” 
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2. Increase professional assistance to artists from agency staff and/or paid, trained 
supplemental staffing.  

Possible strategies and tactics: 
• Increase access to skilled individual staff members at agencies, finding ways to align 

that need as grant deadlines approach. 
• Provide more opportunities for review of draft materials, and more clarity that it is 

appropriate to request such review. 
• Hire artists who have received funding to provide coaching/skills to supplement 

agency staff near grant deadlines. 
• Provide train-the-trainer programs, by artists for artists, to expand technical skills: 

how to develop work samples, create budgets, how to speak grant language/ 
vocabulary, etc. 

• Agencies develop vetted subcontractor and vendor rosters so public artists don’t 
have to reinvent the wheel.  

• Provide more project management support for public art projects so artists are used 
as artists and don’t spend so much time hiring all the trades, technicians and 
negotiating contracts.  

 
3. Provide targeted information to reach Latino/a artists and communities. 

Possible strategies and tactics: 
• Create a bilingual pamphlet, step by step, on applying for grants. 
• Present an annual class/workshop for Latino/a artists new to the community, as well 

as classes/workshops on specific topics, taught by artists who are paid for this work. 
• Develop an “ambassador” program that provides a supplemental stipend to any 

grant-funded Latino/a artist willing to actively share their experiences of having 
navigated funding or programs via arts agencies, while also sharing their artwork, in 
a variety of settings in Latino communities. 

• Develop a regular, recurring year round schedule of trainings and/or networking. 
 
4. Examine types and forms of funding and support for ways to enhance flexibility. 

Possible strategies and tactics: 
• Consider increasing flexibility in modes of funding so that not all funding is 

contingent on “projects”. 
• Explore ways to measure outcomes that are less project-based. 
•  Match small amounts of grant money with other types support or resources such 

as: space, access to equipment, community/audience access. Government funders 
might partner with arts organization to offer a residency plus funding. 

• Consider distributing award amounts on a monthly basis. 
• Examine funding programs to see if they invest in potential, building trust and risk in 

collaboration with the artist. 
• Consider funding that pairs up artists from different disciplines to stretch 

experiences and explore new territories.  
• Ensure that artists are not expected to produce “Latino” art just because they are 

Latino/a. 
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5. Improve access to technical and technology skills. 
Possible strategies and tactics: 
• Provide examples showing the level of materials expected and offering samples of 

what a good application looks like. 
• Provide training in Spanish for web application forms, on developing work samples, 

web sites, etc. Use Spanish speaking artists and hands on training opportunities. 
• Provide resource information on where/how Spanish speakers can learn basic 

technology skills and have access to computers with appropriate software for 
completing applications. 

 
6. Identify ways to simplify and coordinate application processes 

Possible strategies and tactics: 
• Make sure work sample requirements are the same for all ARTISTS UP agencies, and 

encourage other entities to align with these requirements. 
• Consider ways to add an additional year to an artist grant via a simplified application 

add on. 
 

7. Value and fairly compensate artists for their time. 
Possible strategies and tactics: 
• Fund artists to mentor, to teach and pass on skills. 
• Develop a baseline assumption of pay, even modest pay, when asking for artists’ 

time. 
• Use Latino/a artists as ambassadors to Latino/a communities, with some 

opportunities for compensation. 
• Keep in mind that there is much expectation that artists will work for free in 

communities of color. Don’t perpetuate this in the arts. 
 
Assessing ARTISTS UP Inaugural Programs 
 
The participating staff from Artist Trust, 4Culture and the Seattle Office of Arts & Culture shared 
their thoughts on this first round of collaborative programming.  
 
Staff identified the most successful aspects from this pilot series to be: 

o Creating a multi-agency collaborative effort that prioritizes underrepresented artists. 
o Launching and completing a pilot project that  ‘walks the talk’. 
o Connecting with new Latino/a artists who were not previously involved with these 

organizations. 
o Experiencing the enthusiasm and eagerness of presenting artists to impart and ‘give 

back’ to the community. 
o Understanding the level of hunger for Latina/o leaders in the arts. 
o Aware of/responsive to lack of Latino art hubs of any size and voices at pivotal 

cultural conversation tables. 
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The most challenging aspects, as viewed by staff were: 

o Trying to juggle individual staffers’ on-going project management responsibilities 
while adding on the logistics and tasks of ARTISTS UP. 

o The necessity for dedicated staffing and intern to realize this series of events, to 
manage and coordinate timely progress of multiple logistics. 

o Establishing an effective and efficient process for cross-agency communication. 
o Confronting the lack of understanding of the ARTISTS UP effort by agency colleagues 

and the lack of office/processing support (from one agency).  
o The frustrating lack of representation and participation by Latino/a writers and 

musicians in the series despite evidence that these disciplines have large numbers of 
artists locally. 

o Maintaining and monitoring online and social media tools and communication. 
 
Staff members see the greatest opportunities that have emerged from these pilot sessions as: 

o Strengthening and continuing the collaborative three-agency work for ARTISTS UP 
and expanding to other arenas of work with artists. 

o Using the connection to artists who participated in 2013 to create both 
informal/formal relationships, and explore possible roles as Latino community 
“ambassadors”. Perhaps offer a follow-up social mixer for 2013 participants, 
including presenters and contributors. 

o Planning another series and weighing the benefits of continued focus on Latino 
artists as well as the opportunities for working with other underserved populations. 
Re-think time of year for future series to March or October rather than mid-summer. 

o Further develop and maintain the ARTISTS UP online presence and enhance its 
function as a Latino/a artist communication vehicle, with the option to expand to 
other targeted artist populations. 

o Continued/honed communication with key Latino artists, groups and/or 
organizations. 

 
Next Steps 
 
The collaborative partners of ARTISTS UP are now poised to use the experiences and input of 
these initial programs to plan their next steps as a collaborative, and for each individual agency. 
 
The following steps are proposed by the consultants:  
 

a. Share this memorandum with the leadership and staff of the respective 
collaborating entities. Establish a formal opportunity as soon as possible, and no 
later than three months from the conclusion of this pilot, for presenting the 
findings and recommendations, and creating a robust discussion regarding how 
each organization will use these findings.  
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b. Make this document available to the participating artists as soon as possible, and 
gather any feedback.  

 
c. Define the scope and potential for future collaborative ARTISTS UP efforts and 

identify funding for ARTISTS UP for 2014 and beyond, reflecting realistic budgets 
for programming, staffing and assessment. 

 
d. Clarify ways to continue work with Latino/a artists. Ideally, identify at least one 

additional opportunity to engage face-to-face with the participating artists 
before the end of 2013. 

 
e. Begin planning for 2014 sessions for Latino/a artists and for other artist 

communities. 
 

f. Consider opportunities to share the experience of the ARTISTS UP collaboration 
with colleagues in similar agencies regionally and nationally through agency 
newsletters and other vehicles such as Americans for the Arts blogs, 
Grantmakers in the Arts Reader, etc.  

 
ARTISTS UP represents a distinctive collaborative effort, pooling the knowledge and resources 
of three agencies in the service of shared goals. There is much to be learned and gained from 
moving forward together. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDICIES 
 

1. Glossary – Spanish/English glossary of funding terms provided to participants  
2. Evaluation data as compiled by ARTISTS UP 
3. Overview of Session I and Session II as compiled by ARTISTS UP 

 
 
 
AdvisArts Consulting, 7702 14th Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98117  www.advisarts.com  206.789.2418 
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Thank you to all the participating artists, especially the presenters and focus group attendees.  
 
Agency Staff Presenters at Session I, July 8, 2013 
 

• Tamar Benzikry-Stern – 4Culture Public Art Project Manager 
• Heather Dwyer – 4Culture Program Manger  
• Irene Gómez – Office of Arts & Culture Project Manager  
• Marcia Iwasaki – Office of Arts & Culture Public Art Project Manager 
• Miguel Guillén – Artist Trust Program Manager  

 
 Artist Presenters at Session 2, July 15, 2013 
 

• Juan Alonso – Visual  
• Alma Garcia – Literary  
• Jovino Santos Neto - Music  
• Rodrigo Valenzuela – Media  
• Michelle de la Vega – Dance & Visual  

 
Artists Participating in Focus Group, July 22, 2013 
 

• Juan Alonso – Visual  
• Nilki Benitez – Literary  
• Ricardo Campagnoli – Visual   
• Alma Garcia – Literary  
• Diana Garcia-Snyder – Dance  
• Boris Gaviria – Visual  
• Loriann Hernandez – Curator  
• Jacque Larrainzar – Music  
• Kristen Ramirez – Visual  
• Lonnie Renteria – Media 
• Rafael Soldi – Theater  

 
ARTISTS UP 2013 SESSIONS STAFF 
 

• Heather Dwyer – 4Culture Program Manger  
• Zoe Funai – Office of Arts & Culture Intern  
• Irene Gómez – Office of Arts & Culture Project Manager  
• Marcia Iwasaki – Office of Arts & Culture Public Art Project Manager 
• Miguel Guillén – Artist Trust Program Manager 


